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Agile and Traditional Methods Integration - Training Course Outline – ½ Day
Learn how agile methods can integrate with your existing processes. Understand the “connects and
disconnects” with standard PMO processes and discover how to gain the benefits of agile development
without losing control.
COURSE COMPONENTS

HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT


Learn how agile and traditional methods approach team work and project control



Gain a big-picture view of how agile methods and traditional methods overlap and (dis)connect



Learn how to integrate agile and traditional methods within PMO’s and finance models



Discover how agile methods map onto traditional project management process

YOU WILL LEARN


Agile lifecycle and traditional lifecycle mapping points



How agile methods can integrate into enterprise functions such as PMOs, CMM and CMMI



PMBOK to Agile and PRINCE2 to Agile process mappings



How the PMI’s “Rolling Wave” and “Progressive Elaboration” concepts relate to agile methods

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING CREDITS
0.4 CEUs, 4 PDUs
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND


Project Managers, ScrumMasters, Program Managers, Executives, PMO Staff.

SKILL LEVEL


Intermediate

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY
For current pricing and availability information please contact Training@LeadingAnswers.com. All of the
courses listed can be adapted, merged or tailored to meet client specifications.
ABOUT THE TRAINER
All Leading Answers training courses are taught by Mike Griffiths with no substitutions. Mike was involved
in the creation of the agile method “DSDM” in 1994 and has been using agile methods (Scrum, XP, FDD,
and DSDM) in a variety of business and technical domains for the last 14 years. He is active in both the
agile community and traditional project management circles. Mike serves on the board of the Agile
Alliance and the Agile Project Leadership Network (APLN). He was a contributor to the PMBOK v3 Guide
and is a trainer for the PMI SeminarsWorld program.
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